INTRODUCTION

Dry Powder Inhalers (DPI) formulations are often composed of fine drug particles and inert coarse carrier particles, typically α-monohydrate lactose. DPI formulation and production require an adequate optimization in order to deagglomerate the very cohesive drug particles and to produce a uniform mixture with the coarser carrier1. Powder mixing is therefore a critical operation. Powder mixing in DPI manufacturing is generally performed using high shear mixing principle, or low-shear tumbling blending with or without mixing aids. The influence of powder blending operation on DPI formulation performance is widely studied but its influence on drug agglomerate behaviour in mixture is not clearly understood. The aim of this work was to study the influence of the blending process using low shear tumbling mixing with and without mixing aids on the drug and carrier characteristics within DPI mixtures.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fluticasone Propionate (FP), at a concentration of 2.5% w/w was mixed with Lactohale LH200 (Friesland Foods Dome) in a Turbula mixer for 2 hours at 90 rpm under controlled relative humidity and temperature. Each blend was prepared in 5 grams quantity. Silicagel beads (diameter approx. 3-5 mm, 25 beads for 1 gram readily equilibrated with ambiance) were used as mixing aids based on ball-milling effect for deagglomerating drug particles. Five blends were prepared with 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of silicagel beads. The quality of the blends was expressed by the uniformity of drug content (n=20). Quantitative analysis was carried out by validated HPLC method.

Methods

Particle size of lactose was determined by dispersion in ethanol with a laser size analyzer Mastersizer S (Malvern) and the small particle size of Fluticasone propionate (DI) are proposed as following equation:

\[
DI = \frac{V_{mixture} \leq 0.65 \mu m}{V_{Drug} \leq 0.65 \mu m}
\]

Whereas the drug content of all mixtures is close to the theoretical value (Table 1), FP content uniformity is lower than 5% that indicates a good homogeneity of all blends. 0% Silicagel mixture has a lower homogeneity than other mixtures (p<0.001).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The recovered drug content of all mixtures is close to the theoretical values (Table 1). FP content uniformity is lower than 5% that indicates a good homogeneity of all blends. 0% Silicagel mixture has a lower homogeneity than other mixtures (p<0.001).

Using silicagel beads as mixing aid improves the homogeneity of FP mixture. At 40% silicagel, the mixture shows the best uniformity. The particle size of lactose in mixture was also measured with a laser size analyser. About 20 mg of mixture was suspended in absolute ethanol. The suspension was sonicated using an ultrasonic water bath for one minute. The Fluticasone propionate particles dissolved while the lactose particles remained in the solution. The aerodynamic performance of fine particle fraction (FPF) and emitted dose is determined by using a Twin-Stage Impinger (TSI). Each deposition experiment involved the aerosolisation at 60 l/min via an Inhalator Ingelheim of five capsules (n=3). All experiments were performed under controlled temperature and relative humidity (20°C and 40±5%).

Without mixing aids, drug is not sufficiently dispersed. FP agglomerates are found in the mixture. Adding silicagel beads improves the dispersion indices. With 30% silicagel beads, FPF reaches its highest value (0.89) that corresponds to the best FPF (e.g. 20.26%). On the other hand, decreasing fluticasone propionate agglomerate size improves the uniformity of drug in mixture.

Apparently, the improvement in the aerodynamic performance of FP formulations is caused by both reduction of FP agglomerates and lactose particle size in the mixture. This is confirmed by air permeability of powder.

CONCLUSION

Mixing process is a critical operation in the manufacturing of DPI formulations. Whereas simple low-shear tumbling mixer (Turbula) allows to achieve an acceptable homogeneity, agglomerates of very cohesive drug, such as Fluticasone propionate, remain in the final mixture. Mixing aid using ball-milling effect improves the mixture homogeneity and the aerodynamic performance thanks to its de-agglomeration efficiency. Furthermore, the quantity of fine lactose particles is also increased due to the milling effect. However there is a threshold where an optimal amount of mixing aids should be used. Not only the drug des-aggregation reaches its peak but the increase in drug-carrier adhesion due to high energy input should balance the de-agglomeration capacity of mixing process. This approach provides a potential alternative in DPI formulation processing.
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